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Mapping - 
where does the ice flow now? 

what did it do before?



In 1969 we put a man on the moon

In 1970 this was our new map of Antarctica



By 2004 we had a more comprehensive view from MODIS



We can now watch the ice flow using 2 techniques



Large scale mapping 
with MODIS



http://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/0/687/world_2000_110_rgb143_lrg.jpg

One day of MODIS coverage - maps Antarctica every day

http://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/0/687/world_2000_110_rgb143_lrg.jpg


Google: NSIDC MOA   -   http://nsidc.org/data/moa/

MODIS image mosaic of Antarctica (MOA) 2004, 2009,…



http://lima.usgs.gov

Landsat (7) image mosaic of Antarctica (LIMA) 2000



http://lima.usgs.gov

Landsat (7) image mosaic of Antarctica (LIMA) 2000



LIMA close-up of Steer’s Head



MOA close-up of Steer’s Head



MOA close-up of Steer’s Head

Why is MOA different? 
solar illumination from 
multiple  azimuths in UR 
quadrant 
typically 10 or more 
images stacked to bring 
out subtle slope changes 
high-pass filtered to 
remove effects of earth 
curvature and emphasize 
local topographic 
variation

If there are flow stripes, even relect, they will be visible in 
MOA.



Evidence for time varying flow



Evidence for time varying flow

color is ice flow speed (0 to 1.5 m/d)



Measuring Ice Flow -
where and how does ice flow vary?

Feature tracking in optical imagery













Feature tracking has been around 20 years - what is new?

Landsat 8
15 m pixels – same as L7
~16 times higher radiometric resolution 
~10 m geolocation vs. ~50 m geolocation for L7
Abundant coverage of glaciers in most areas 

  



Original (1000 x 1000 pixels)

15 km x 15 km



Low-pass filtered – “dynamic topography”

15 km x 15 km



High-pass filtered – roughness that is along for the ride

15 km x 15 km
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Seasonality of Tidewater Termini 
Hubbard and Columbia Glaciers



Columbia Glacier







Turner and Valerie glaciers 
seasonal cycles with annual increases



Turner and Valerie glaciers 
seasonal cycles with annual increases 

Updated through May 2018



Sentinel 2 velocity


